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Abstract 

Polymeric membranes of Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene block copolymer 

(SEBS) were obtained by sulfonation (0 and 2 hours) and addition of piperazine 

(PZ) (0, 15, 20% w/w). The permeability of the CO2 through the membranes and 

the selectivity with respect to the N2 were determined. The influence of physical-

chemical properties as water uptake and porosity on the transport of CO2 through 

the membranes was also analyzed. Permeation properties was improved with 

sulfonation and addition of piperazine. The sulfonated membrane and sulfonated 

membrane with piperazine at 15% showed the highest permeability and selectivity, 

respectively. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The accelerated increase in CO2 emissions and the consequences this entail on 

environmental resources, have caused the emergence of separation technologies for 

CO2 capture that include pre-combustion, post-combustion and oxy-combustion  
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methods. The processes for CO2 separation are based on chemical, physical or 

hybrid absorption, adsorption, cryogenic distillation and membrane separation [1]. 

Membrane technology is an innovative process in CO2 separation due to its low 

cost, excellent flexibility and lower energy consumption [2]. However, the 

permeability-selectivity relationship of membranes is the one most important aspect 

to consider in the separation of CO2. The non-porous membranes present usually 

high selectivity but low permeability and the permeability of porous membranes is 

high but its separation efficiency is limited by a substantial difference in the size of 

the molecules of the gases [3]. The main aim of membrane development is to 

improve these characteristics simultaneously. 

 

The addition of sulphonic groups to polymeric membranes is known as an effective 

method to improve the performance of gas separation [4]. The hydrophilicity and 

other properties of membranes such as molar flux, permeability and protonic 

conductivity are improved at the same time [5]. Another modification that 

increasing the permeability and selectivity is the addition of a charge; in the case of 

CO2 separation, the most commonly used charges are the amines, highlighting the 

alkanolamines at industrial level for the cleaning of gaseous streams, particularly in 

the oil and gas industries [6].  For this study, a secondary amine the piperazine was 

considered, a cyclic diamine that is receiving attention since it has a faster reaction 

kinetics and less thermal degradation with respect to the other amines [7]. This 

study was based on the modification of copolymer Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-

Styrene (SEBS) with sulfonation and piperazine addition. Physicochemical 

properties as water uptake and porosity, as well as the selectivity and permeability 

of the membrane with respect to CO2 were determined due to these are 

characteristics related with the efficiency on the membrane separation. 

 

2 Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Materials 

 

The poly(Styrene-Ethylene-Butylene-Styrene) (SEBS) block copolymer was kindly 

donated by the company Kraton Polymers. The dichloromethane (DCM) from 

Panreac was used as the solvent for SEBS for sulfonation. The sulfonating agent, 

acetyl sulfate, was prepared by the reaction of sulfuric acid (Chemi, 95-97%) and 

acetic anhydride (J.T. Baker, 99.99%) in DCM, and methanol (Panreac) was used 

to terminate the sulfonation reaction. The piperazine was obtained from the Sigma 

Aldrich in the form of crystals and tetrahydrofuran (Panreac, 99.5%) was used to 

dissolve it with toluene (J.T. Baker, 99.97%) was used as solvent of SEBS at the 

time of casting. 

 

2.2 Membrane synthesis 

The synthesis of SEBS membranes sulfonated and charged with piperazine was 

carried out in the following steps, which were adapted from several procedures used 

by other authors. 
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1) Sulfonation: A series of sulphonated SEBS membranes (SEBSS) were 

synthesized by the method described previously [8-10]. First, 5 g SEBS were 

dissolved in 100 ml of dichloromethane, then a specific amount of acetyl sulfate 

was added [9]. The solution was stirred for a time of 2 hours, and then 100 ml 

methanol was added to stop the reaction, subsequently it was washed with deionized 

water, to precipitate the polymer and eliminate residual reagents, until pH 7 was 

reached. The polymer was then placed in a petri dish and put into the oven at 50 °C 

for 3 hours. 

2) Casting and addition of charge: The dried polymer previously was weighed and 

then dissolved in 100 ml toluene gradually. The solution was homogenized and 

concentrated by heating. It was blended with piperazine dissolved in 35 mL 

tetrahydrofuran at 15 and 20% w/w. The solution was stirred for 30 min to 

guarantee the reaction. Finally, the polymer solution was poured into equal volumes 

for the thickness control inside the petri dishes, and the rest of the toluene and 

tetrahydrofuran was allowed to evaporate at room temperature until the membrane 

was completely dried [8-11].   

 

2.3 Membrane characterization 

 

The SEBS membranes were obtained at different times of sulfonation (0 and 2 

hours) and different percentages of PZ (0, 15 and 20% w/w), analyzing the effect 

of these two factors on the physicochemical properties of wáter uptake, porosity, 

permeability and selectivity of the membranes.  The water uptake, porosity, 

permeability and selectivity were determined following the described methods by 

Acevedo et al. [9] 

 

3 Results and discussion 
 

3.1 Water uptake 

 

The water uptake test was performed on membranes with an area of 1 cm2. A total 

of 18 samples were studied, 3 for each type of membrane. Figure 1 shown the 

obtained results obtained are shown. It was observed that the unmodified membrane 

of SEBS presented a low percentage of wáter uptake almost zero (0.37%), this is 

due to the characteristics of hydrophobic solid block copolymer. In turn, the 

addition of piperazine (PZ) and sulfonation increased the values of water uptake, 

presenting a directly proportional relation of membranes modified with a single 

factor between the sulfonated membranes with 15 and 20% PZ, where were 

registered the highest percentages, 16.05 and 12.07%, respectively, due to that the 

sulfonation and the charge of PZ increased the hydrophilicity of the polymer, 

making its surface more polar and in turn increasing its affinity with water. the 

sulfonated membrane with 20% PZ presented a slight decreased in water uptake 

percent because phenomena of saturation and repulsion related to the adhesive 

forces formed with the liquid, this in relation to the contact angle reported in other 

studies [12]. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of water uptake of the SEBS membranes studied. 

 

3.2 Porosity 

The porosity of the membrane can improve its permeability due to an increase in 

the free space in the passage of gases. Figure 2 shown the results about the porosity. 

The unmodified membrane of SEBS presented a low percentage of porosity almost 

zero (0.14%), this is due to its hydrophobic characteristic. The porosity was 

increased proportionally with all modifications; the amine groups increased at high 

concentrations of PZ, the molecules of the polymer chain were closer together, rigid 

and compact, increasing the bulk density and the number of pores or void fraction 

[13]. On the other hand, sulfonated and charged membranes at 15 and 20% PZ 

presented the highest porosity values, 17.78 and 21.03% respectively, this may be 

due to the interaction of sulfonic groups SO3H and amine groups, that promoted 

the generation of larger pores.  The sulfonation in the polymeric membrane causes 

the obtention of pores with good size at superficial level, but the increase of amine 

concentration in the membrane is improved and promoted the generation of found 

pores inside membrane [12]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of porosity of the SEBS membranes studied. 
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3.3 Permeability and Selectivity 

 

The permeability and selectivity data are shown in the Table 1. The membrane 

charged at 20% PZ wasn´t presented permeability values, this is due to limitations 

with thickness control of these membranes, very thick membranes, around 0.06 cm, 

did not allow the passage of the gases; on the other hand, obtained thin membranes, 

around 0.035 cm, had small holes scattered throughout the membrane, so it was not 

possible to take uniform samples for the realization of the test.   

        

This can also be due to the evaporation rate of the solvent mixture (toluene and 

tetrahydrofuran) that did not allowed a homogeneous formation of the membrane. 

In the case of sulfonated membranes, these small holes were not produced since the 

polymer had a well-ordered laminar structure at the time of casting [14]; in addition 

the solution of SEBS had a high viscosity, which decreased the evaporation rate of 

the solvent, promoting the formation of a uniform film. 

 

The unmodified membrane shown the lowest permeability values, this was to be 

expected given its low porosity, which does not allow a large gas flow. It can be 

seen in the Table 1, the permeability increased in all cases with respect to the 

unmodified membrane, this is due to the inclusion of the sulfonic groups and/or the 

addition of the piperazine, since the properties of porosity and water uptake were 

improved. These modifications given a light polarity to the membrane and greater 

affinity to water, which acted as a facilitator in the transport of gas. The increase in 

CO2 permeation was due to the reversible reaction between the gas and the amine 

group in the membrane (see Table 1).   

However, the permeability of CO2 was restricted at 20% PZ because the chemical 

interactions were highly favored at high concentration of amine groups that reduced 

the free groups thus the phenomenon of facilited transport was limited [15]. As for 

nitrogen, it did not react inside the membrane, so only it was spread through the 

membrane, so the increase in the N2 permeation was due to the number of pores in 

the membrane only. 

 

The unmodified membranes, charged membrane at 15% PZ and sulfonated 

membrane with 20% PZ are not suitable for the separation of CO2 given their low 

permeance and selectivity. It was also observed that the sulfonated membrane had 

the highest gas permeability, but its selectivity was very low since it also allowed a 

greater passage of N2 with respect to the other membranes, this is directly related 

to the thickness of the membrane.  

The sulfonated membrane with 15% PZ was the one that presented the highest 

CO2/N2 selectivity since this is the one with the highest water uptake and high 

porosity, which facilitates the diffusion of gas through the membrane. 
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Table 1. Permeability and selectivity of the SEBS membranes studied for the 

CO2/N2 system. 

 
 

Membrane  

Permeability             Selectivity 

PCO2 (Barrer) PN2 (Barrer) PCO2/ PN2 

Unmodified 3.032 x 104 1.3714 x 105 0.22 

Charged with PZ at 15% 4.043 x 104 1.734 x 106 0.02 

Sulfonated 6.368 x 105 6.855 x 105 0.93 

Sulfonated and charged with PZ at 15% 6.059 x 105 3.545 x 105 1.71 

Sulfonated and charged with PZ at 20% 8.727 x 104 1.401 x 106 0.06 

 

4 Conclusions  
 

The sulfonation and the addition piperazine, that confers polar functional groups 

(sulphonic and amine), favored hydrophilic characteristics of SEBS copolymer, this 

was demonstrated with the results of the water uptake and porosity tests, in which 

it was appreciated that the sulfonated membranes and charged with piperazine at 15 

and 20% w/w presented the highest percentages of water uptake and porosity. 

Therefore, the combined effect of the charge with piperazine and sulfonation 

generates membranes with greater wettability and porosity. 

The permeability was improved with the modification of the copolymer by means 

of the sulfonation and the addition of piperazine. The highest permeability with 

respect to CO2 was obtained by the sulfonated membrane, but with a low 

selectivity. On the other hand, the membrane sulfonated with 15% PZ was the one 

that obtained the best selectivity towards the CO2, all this due to the high porosity 

and wáter uptake acquired by the membrane thanks to the addition of the sulfonic 

and amino groups to the polymer chain. 
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